This paper presents an online multiple-speaker localization and tracking method, as the INRIA-Perception contribution to the LO-CATA Challenge 2018. First, the recursive least-square method is used to adaptively estimate the direct-path relative transfer function as an interchannel localization feature. The feature is assumed to associate with a single speaker at each time-frequency bin. Second, a complex Gaussian mixture model (CGMM) is used as a generative model of the features. The weight of each CGMM component represents the probability that this component corresponds to an active speaker, and is adaptively estimated with an online optimization algorithm. Finally, taking the CGMM component weights as observations, a Bayesian multiple-speaker tracking method based on the variational expectation maximization algorithm is used. The tracker accounts for the variation of active speakers and the localization miss measurements, by introducing speaker birth and sleeping processes. The experiments carried out on the development dataset of the challenge are reported.
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INTRODUCTION
For multiple-speaker localization, the W-disjoint orthogonality (WDO) [1] assumption is widely used. It assumes that the audio signal is dominated by only one speaker in each small region of the time-frequency (TF) domain, because of the natural sparsity of speech signals in this domain. After applying the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), interchannel localization features, e.g. interaural phase difference, can be extracted. To assign the interchannel features to multiple speakers, a mixture of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) is used as a generative model of the interchannel features of multiple speakers in [2] with each GMM representing one speaker, and then feature assignment was done based on the maximum likelihood criteria. In [3] , instead of setting one GMM for each speaker, a single complex GMM (CGMM) is used for all speakers with each component representing one candidate speaker location. After maximizing the likelihood of the features, with an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, the weight of each component represents the probability that there is an active speaker at the corresponding candidate location. To localize moving speakers, in [4] , based on a CGMM model similar to [3] , a recursive EM algorithm was proposed to update online the CGMM component weights. Counting and localization of active speakers can be jointly carried out by selecting the components with large weights. Taking the instantaneous outputs of a localization method as observations and using a speaker dynamic model, Bayesian tracking techniques estimate the posterior distribution of source locations, e.g. [5, 6] . To tackle the tracking problem with an unknown and time-varying number of speakers, additional model features such as observationto-speaker assignments, speaker track birth/death processes and a model of speech activity can be included [7, 8, 9, 10] .
In the present paper, we present our online multiple-speaker localization and tracking method contributed to the LOCATA Challenge, which is composed of three modules:
• A recursive DP-RTF (direct-path relative transfer function) estimation module. In the STFT domain, the room impulse response (RIR) can be approximated by the convolutive transfer function (CTF) [11, 12] . DP-RTF is defined by the ratio between the first taps of the CTF of two microphones, thus encodes the direct-path information and is used as an interchannel feature being robust against reverberation. The CTF estimation used for DP-RTF extraction was formulated in batch mode in [13, 14] with speakers considered as static. Based on recursive least-square (RLS), the online CTF estimation method was proposed in [15, 16] , and will be briefly presented in this paper, for moving speaker localization.
• An online multiple-speaker localization module. In [14] , we adopt the above-mentioned CGMM model [3] to assign the DP-RTF features to speakers, in addition, an entropy-based regularization term was used to impose the spatial sparsity of the estimated component weights. However, [14] only considered the batch mode and static speakers. The recursive EM algorithm proposed in [4] was adopted in [15] for online liklihood maximization without using the entropy regularization. Furtherly, an online optimization method, i.e. exponentiated gradient (EG) [17] , was used in [16] for simultaneously online liklihood maximization and entropy minimization. This method will be briefly presented in this paper.
• A multiple-speaker tracking module. In [16] , a multiple-speaker tracking method was proposed. The results of the above localization module are taken as inputs and efficiently exploited in a Bayesian framework. The problem is efficiently solved by a variational expectation maximization (VEM) algorithm. Speaker birth and sleeping processes are included in the tracking process. The sleeping process is efficient to tackle a missed detection by the localization procedure. This paper will briefly present this multiple-speaker tracker, please refer to [8, 10, 18, 16] for more detailed algorithmic derivation and description.
In Fig. 1 , the three layers of temporal evolutions depicts these three modules, respectively. In the following, we present them one by one from Section 2 to 4, and then gives the experiments on the development dataset of the LOCATA challenge [19] 
RECURSIVE DP-RTF ESTIMATION
To simplify the presentation, let us first consider the noise-free single-speaker case. In the time domain, the i-th, i = 1, . . . , I, microphone signal is:
where n is the time index, s(n) is the source signal, a i (n) is the RIR from the source to the i-th microphone, and denotes the convolution. Applying the STFT, and using the CTF approximation, we have for each frequency index f = 0, . . . , F − 1: 
Then we have x ij t,f a f = 0. The CTF vector a f can be estimated by solving this equation. To avoid a trivial solution, i.e. a f = 0, we constrain the first CTF coefficient of the reference channel, say r = 1, to be equal to 1. This leads to the following equatioñ
where −y ij t,f is the first entry of x ij t,f ,x ij t,f is x ij t,f with the first entry removed, andã f is the relative CTF vector:
f with the first entry removed. For i = 2, . . . , I, the DP-RTFs appear in (3) as the first entries of
The DP-RTF estimation amounts to solving the linear problem Eq. (2). Eq. (2) is defined for one microphone pair at one frame. For the online case, we would like to update the estimate ofã f using the current frame, say t. There is a total of M = I(I −1)/2 distinct microphone pairs, For notational convenience, instead of using ij , we use m = 1, . . . , M denote the index of microphone pair. The fitting error of (2) 
which sums up the fitting error of all the microphone pairs for the past frames and the microphone pairs up to m for the current frame. The forgetting factor λ ∈ (0, 1] gives exponentially lower weight to older frames, whereas at one given frame, all microphone pairs have the same weight. In RLS, this minimization problem can be recursively solved. For the detailed recursion procedure please refer to Algorithm 1 in [16] . For each frame t, letã t,f denote the CTF estimate, andc i t,f , i = 2, . . . , I denote the DP-RTF estimates extracted fromã t,f . Note that implicitly we havec
We now introduce how to extend the above method to the noisy multiple-speaker case. We assume that, over a short time, the speakers are static and only one source is active at each frequency bin. Therefore, the CTF can be estimated using a small number of recent frames. This can be done by adjusting the forgetting factor λ: To approximately have a memory of P frames, we can set λ = P −1 P +1 . P should be empirically set to achieve a good tradeoff between the validity of the above assumptions and a robust CTF estimate. To suppress the noise, we use the inter-frame spectral subtraction algorithm proposed in [21, 15] . At each frequency bin f , frames are first classified into speech frames and noise frames, then interframe spectral subtraction is applied between them. In the RLS process, only the speech frames (after spectral subtraction) are used, and the noise frames are skipped. In practice, a DP-RTF estimate can sometimes be unreliable due to the imperfect performance of the above-mentioned methods. We use the consistency test method proposed in [14, 16] to detect the unreliable estimates. Finally, at frame t, we obtain a set of features Ct = {{ĉ
f =0 , where I f ⊆ {2, . . . , I} denotes the set of microphone indices that pass the consistency test. Each of the features is assumed to be associated with a single speaker.
ONLINE MULTIPLE-SPEAKER LOCALIZATION
In order to assign the DP-RTF features in Ct to speakers, the CGMM generative model proposed in [3] is adopted. We define a set D of D candidate source locations. Let d = 1, . . . , D denote the location index. The probability, that an observed featureĉ i t,f is emitted by candidate locations, is modelled by a CGMM:
where the mean c
f is precomputed based on the direct-path propagation model from the d-th candidate location to the microphone i. 
Then the overall cost function is −Lt + γH. In the present online framework, we proceed to a recursive update of the weight vector at current frame t, hence now denoted wt, based on the estimate at previous frame wt−1 and on the DP-RTF features of the current frame. This can be formulated as an online optimization problem [17] : 
It is obvious from (7) that the parameter constraints, namely positivity and summation to 1, are automatically satisfied.
MULTIPLE-SPEAKER TRACKING
In the following, upper case letters denote random variables while lower case letters denote their realizations. Let N be the maximum number of tracks (speakers), and let n be the speaker index. Moreover, let n = 0 denote no speaker, or background noise. Let Stn be a latent (or state) variable associated with speaker n at frame t, and let St = (St1, . . . , Stn, . . . , StN ). Stn is composed of two parts: the speaker direction and the speaker velocity. In this work, speaker direction is defined by an azimuth θtn. To avoid phase (circular) ambiguity we describe the direction with the unit vector U tn = (cos(θtn), sin(θtn)) . Moreover, let Vtn ∈ R be the angular velocity. Altogether we define a realization of the state variable as stn = [utn; vtn] where the notation [·; ·] stands for vertical vector concatenation.
As mentioned above, the CGMM component weight w d represents the probability that there exist an active speaker at the d-th candidate location. The frame-wise localization of active speakers can be carried out by peak picking over w d . However, to fully use the weight information, without applying peak picking, all the candidate locations and their associated weights are used. Formally, let Ot = (Ot1, . . . , O td , . . . , OtD) be the observed variables at frame t. Each realization o td of O td is composed of a candidate location, or azimuthθ td ∈ D, and a weight w td . As above, let the azimuth be described by a unit vector b td = (cos(θ td ), sin(θ td )) . In summary we have o td = [b td ; w td ]. Moreover, let Z td be a (latent) assignment variable associated with each observed variable O td , such that Z td = n means that the observation indexed by d at frame t is assigned to speaker n ∈ {0, . . . , N }.
Bayesian Tracking Model
The problem at hand can be cast into the estimation of the filtering distribution p(st, zt|o1:t), and further inference of st and zt. By applying the Bayes rule, the filtering distribution is proportional to:
which contains the following three terms.
The audio observation model p(ot|st, zt) describes the distribution of the observations given speakers state and assignment. We assume the different observations are independent conditionally to speakers state and assignment. For each observation, we adopt the weighted-data GMM model of [22] : p(b td |Z td = n, stn; w td ) = N (b td ; Mstn, 1 w td Σ) for n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where the matrix M = [I2×2, 02×1] projects the state variable onto the space of source directions and Σ is a covariance matrix (set empirically to a fixed value). Note that the weight plays the role of a precision: The higher the weight w td , the more reliable the source direction b td . The case Z td = 0 follows a uniform distribution over the volume of the observation space, i.e. p(b td |Z td = 0) = U(vol(G)).
The prior distribution of the assignment variable, i.e. p(zt), is independent over observations and is assumed to be uniformly distributed over all the speakers, i.e. p(
To calculate the state predictive distribution p(st|o1:t−1), we marginalize it over st−1:
We model the state dynamics p(st|st−1) as a linear-Gaussian first-order Markov process, independent over the speakers, i.e. p(st,n|st−1,n) = N (stn; Dt−1,nst−1,n, Λtn), where Λtn is the dynamics' covariance matrix and Dt−1,n is the state transition matrix. Importantly, since the state position subvector utn lies on the unit circle, the dynamic model is designed for circular motion. Given the estimated azimuth angle θt−1,n at frame t − 1, the state transition matrix can be written as:
In the following Dt−1,n is written as D for notational simplicity.
Variational Expectation Maximization Algorithm
To estimate the model parameters Θ, and infer the posteriori distribution of (st, zt), we adpot an EM algorithm that alternates between computing and maximizing the expected complete-data loglikelihood:
where E denotes expectation, Θ o are the "old" model parameter estimates (obtained at previous iteration). Given the hybrid combinatorial-continuous nature of the latent space, it is computationally heavy to operate with the exact a posterior distribution p(zt, st|o1:t). We thus use a variational approximation to solve the problem [8] , which factorizes the posterior distribution as:
It is seen that the posterior distribution factorizes across speakers. This principle is also valid for time t − 1. As a result, the predictive distribution (9) also factorizes across speakers. If the posterior distribution q(st−1,n) is assumed to be a Gaussian with mean µ t−1,n and variance Γt−1,n, then the per-speaker predictive distribution p(stn|o1:t−1) is a Gaussian:
In E-S step, it can be derived that the variational posterior distribution of q(stn) is a Gaussian distribution, with variance and mean respectively as
where α tdn = q(Z td = n) is the variational posterior distribution of the assignment variable, which is derived in E-Z step, the model parameters Λtn is udated in M-step, please refer to [16] for detailed descriptions. At time t, VEM converges after a few iterations, e.g. 5 iterations used in this work. After convergency, the posterior mean of stn, i.e. µ t = (µ t1 , . . . , µ tn , . . . , µ tN ), is output as the result of speaker tracking, and together with the posterior variance Γt = (Γt1, . . . , Γtn, . . . , ΓtN ) are transmitted to time t + 1.
Speaker Track Birth Process and Activity Detection
A track birth process is used to initialize new tracks, i.e. new speakers that enter the scenario. The general principle is the following. In a short period of time, say from frame t − L to frame t, we assume that at most one new (yet untracked) speaker appears. For each frame from t − L to t, we select the observation assigned to the background noise with the highest weight, and obtain an observation sequenceõt−L:t. We then calculate the marginal likelihood of this sequence according to our model, τ0 = p(õt−L:t). If these observations have been generated by a new speaker, they exhibit smooth trajectories, and τ0 will be high. Therefore, the birth process is conducted by comparing τ0 with a threshold. The posterior distribution of the assignment variable, i.e. α idn , can be used for multiple-speaker activity detection. This can be formalized as testing, for each frame t and each speaker n, whether the weighted assignments
i (averaged over a small number of frames) is larger than a threshold.
EXPERIMENTS ON LOCATA DEVELOPMENT DATA
We report the results of on the LOCATA development corpus for tasks #3 and #5 with a single moving speaker, and tasks #4 and #6 with two moving speakers, each task comprising three recorded sequences. In this work, we use four microphones with indices {5, 8, 11, 12} out of the twelve microphones of a spherical array built in the head of a humanoid robot, i.e. NAO, to perform azimuth localization and tracking. These four microphones are mounted on the top of the robot head, and they approximately lie in a horizontal plane. We perform 360
• -wide azimuth estimation and tracking: D = 72 azimuth directions at every 5
• in [−175
• , 180 • ] are used as candidate directions. The TDOAs are computed based on the coordinate of microphones, which are then used to compute the phase of the CGMM means, while the magnitude of the CGMM means are set to a constant for all the frequencies. All the recorded signals are resampled to 16 kHz. The STFT uses the Hamming window with length of 16 ms and shift of 8 ms. The CTF length is Q = 8 frames. The RLS forgetting factor λ is computed using ρ = 1. The exponentiated gradient update factor is η = 0.07. The entropy regularization factor is γ = 0.1. For the tracker, the covariance matrix is set to be isotropic Σ = 0.03I2. A localization and tracking example Fig. 2 shows an example for a LOCATA sequence. Two speakers are moving and continuously speaking with short pauses. Fig. 2 (b) shows that the localization method achieves a heatmap with negligible interferences and smooth peak evolution. From Fig. 2 (c) , it is seen that the tracking method further smooth the speaker moving trajectories. Even when the observations have a low weight, the tracker is still able to give the correct speaker trajectories. This is ensured by exploiting the source dynamics model. As a result, the tracker is able to preserve the identity of speakers in spite of the (short) speech pauses. In the presented sequence example, the estimated speaker identities are quite consistent with the ground truth. Quantitative results The following metrics are used for quantitative evaluation. The detected speaker is considered to be successfully localized if the azimuth difference is not larger than 15
• . The absolute error is calculated for the successfully localized sources. The mean absolute error (MAE) is computed by averaging the absolute error of all speakers and frames. For the unsuccessful localizations, we count the miss detections (MD) (speaker active but not detected) and false alarms (FA) (speaker detected but not active). Then the MD and FA rates are computed, using all the frames, as the percentage of the total MDs and FAs out of the total number of actual speakers, respectively. In addition to these localization metrics, we also count the identity switches (IDs) to evaluate the tracking continuity. IDs represents the number of the identity changes in the tracks for a whole test sequence. Table 1 gives the quantitative localization and tracking results. The localization results are obtained by applying peak picking on the GMM weights. The tracker slightly reduces the FA rate compared to the localization method alone mainly by eliminating some spurious peaks that are present in the localization outputs. It also reduces the MD rate since some correct speaker trajectories can be recovered even when the observations have (very) weak weights, as explained above. The identity switches are mainly due to the crossing of speaker trajectories, a hard case for the source dynamics model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the INRIA-Perception contribution to the LOCATA Challenge 2018. We combined i) a recursive DP-RTF feature estimation method, ii) an online multiple-speaker localization method, and iii) an multiple-speaker tracking method. The resulting framework provides online speaker counting, localization and consistent tracking (i.e. preserving speaker identity over a track in spite of intermittent speech production).
